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A MULTIPLIER THEOREM FOR SU(«)

NORMAN J. WEISS1

Abstract. Let G = SU(n), let g be its Lie algebra and let m be a function

on g, invariant under the adjoint action of G, which is continuous at the

points of G (which can be imbedded in g). If 1 < p < 2[1 - (n + 2)''] and

m is a multiplier for the AdG-invariant Lp functions on g, then the

restriction of a translate of m to G is a multiplier for the central Lp

functions on G.

1. Introduction. A function m on the space G of (equivalence classes of)

irreducible unitary representations of a group G is said to be an LP(G)

multiplier if the transformation Tm defined on a suitable dense subspace of

LP(G) by (TmfY= mf can be extended to a bounded operator on all of

LP(G). In this case, N(m; (Dlf (G)) denotes the operator norm of Tm.

A well-known result of de Leeuw [3] states that if m is an LP(R) multiplier

which is continuous at the integers, then the restriction of m to Z (= T) is an

LP(T) multiplier, where T is the circle group. Recent work by several authors

[2], [4], [5], [6] leads naturally to the conjecture that the de Leeuw result

remains true if T is replaced by any compact Lie group G, R by the Lie

algebra g of G regarded as a vector group, and Z by G, which can be

naturally imbedded in g.

In this note, we extend a partial result in the direction of the conjecture

proved in [5] by Strichartz for G = SO(3) to the case G = SU(«) or a group

covered by SU(n).
We are concerned here with invariant functions on g and G, where

invariance on g is under the adjoint action of G and invariance on G is under

conjugation, so that invariant functions on G are simply central functions.

The notation Lf will be used to denote Lp spaces of invariant functions.

Roots and weights on g, and thus representations A G G can be regarded as

members of g via the Killing form, which is denoted by <,>;/? is one-half the

sum of the positive roots.

Theorem. Suppose that G = SV(n) and that m is an invariant function on g

which is continuous at A + B for all A G G. Let m be defined on G by

rh(\) = m(X + B). Suppose further that 1 < p < 2[1 — (n + 2)~'] and that m

is an Lf(q) multiplier.

Then m is an Lf(G) multiplier and

N(m; 9ltf(G)) < CN(m; <91tf(g)).
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(Here and below, unidentified constants depend on at most G and p and may take

on different values at different appearances.)

2. Preliminaries. We set down here the facts that we need from [5]; for

standard facts about compact Lie groups and SU(«) in particular, the reader

is referred to [1].

For the moment, G is an arbitrary semisimple compact Lie group with

maximal torus H having the Lie algebra f). Positive roots ax, . . . , ar are

chosen in fj and we set

P(X)=f[(X, «,>,    A(A-) = 2/ fl sin \ (X, «,>,    A0(X) = -^
y-l j=i        z ^(X)

for X G f) and extend the domain of A0 to all of g by AdG invariance.

The main tool enabling us to relate Fourier analysis on G to Fourier

analysis on g is the map F —> F from L,'(g) to L}(G) defined by

F(expJ<0 =^F(X + l)A0(X + /)"',       X G b,
e

where £ = exp_1({e}). The crucial property of this map is that

(Ff(X)= CF(X+ B),       xed,

where the Fourier transform of an invariant function / on G is given by

f(X) = (dJ-iff(g)xJgj dg,
JG

dx and \\ denoting, respectively, the dimension and character of A.

Moreover, if F G L,'(g) n Lf(q), then F ElffG) and ||F|L, < A\\E\\p, as

long as

(1) 2 Mx + i)f-p)/(p~l) < B,      X G h.
e

3. Proof of the Theorem. We begin by establishing the desired result for

exponents p satisfying (1) and groups G having what we call Propeerty A.

(Although SU(«) and the groups it covers are the only simple compact groups

having Property A, the property seems worth singling out.) The proof of the

Theorem is completed by verifying that SU(«) does have Property A and that

if G = SU(n), then (1) is satisfied for all p such that

1 < p < 2[l - (n + 2)"'].

With notation as above and Z(G) denoting the center of G, we can state

Property A. There exists e > 0 such that for every X G fj there is a Z G b,

such that exp Z G Z(G) and \(X + Z, a,->| < 2tt(1 - e),j = 1, .. ., r.

Notice that if G has Property A, then G = Uk=xNk, where the Nk are

invariant, Nx is a neighborhood of e consisting of points of the form exp X

with \(X, aj)\ < 2tt(1 - e), / = 1, . . ., r, and for 2 < k < K, there is a

zk G Z(G) with zkNk c TV,.

Also, if G has Property A so does any group covered by G. (Of course,

Property A can be more simply recast in terms of the center-free group with
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Lie algebra g, but SU(«), for example, is more often considered than its

center-free local isomorph.)

Proposition Suppose that G has Property A and that p satisfies (1). Then the

Theorem holds for G and p.

Proof. A standard limiting argument, which we merely outline, shows that

m can be taken to be the Fourier transform of some M G Lx(q). In fact, if

{<pe} is a suitable approximation to the identity in L/(g), then mc = (pe •

(<pe * m) is of the form Me, Me G L/(g), and it is easy to see that ||T„J

< IITJI. Moreover, it follows from the continuity property hypothesized for m

and the below that T„f = lime T( >-/ pointwise for every/ that is a finite

linear combination of characters. Finally an application of Fatou's lemma

yields the desired result for m from the same result for the me.
* 1

Suppose now that m = M, M G L, (g), and that/ G Lf(G). It is enough to

assume/to be bounded; we make the temporary assumption that in addition

/ is supported on N = exp n, where n is an invariant neighborhood of 0 in g

contained in a fundamental domain of exp and  \(X, ay)| < 277(1 — e), j

= 1.rjen, Notice that for X G n, \\(X)\ > Q.

Now define F on g by setting F(X) = /(exp X)A0(X), X G n, F(X) = 0,

otherwise; it follows that F = /. Moreover, letting q = n n q we have (see [5])

[\F(X)f dX= [\F(X)\p\P(X)\2dX
■'a •'q

= (\f(exp X)\p\A0(X)\-2+PmX)\2 dX
•'a

< Bpf\f(^pX)\p\A(X)\2dX = B> f \f(g)\p dg,

where the inequality follows from the lower bound on |A0|.

Because of our assumptions on m and/, TmF = M * F is in L-(q), and so

for A G G,

[(TmF)-y(\)=[TmF]'(X + B) = m(X + B)F(\ + B) = m(X)f(X),

from which it follows that (TmF)~= T^J. Therefore, taking into account that

p satisfies (1), we have

\\TJip<A\\TmFl^AN(m-,^p(z))\\F\\p

< ABtN(m; 9Hf(B))||/||,.

The temporary assumption about the support of / is dropped by appealing

to the consequence of Property A noted above. In particular, G = \Jk=xNk,

where A, = N, the Nk are invariant and zkNk c A for some zk G Z(G) for

k > 2. Notice that nothing is lost if the A^ are taken to be disjoint, which we

do. Now set

/* = fxNk,   gk(x) = XZk fk (x) = fk (zk lx).

Clearly/= "Zk = xfk and gk is supported in zkNk c N; moreover; since zk G

Z(G), gk is also invariant. The operators induced by multipliers commute
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with translation, so letting T = 7^ and applying what we have already

proved to the gk, we have

FAII,=||r(\)"'&IL=||(\)",r&t=F&l
< B\\Skl= B\\fkl>

with B = CN(m; <DHf (g)). Finally, because the/, have disjoint supports, it

follows that

\\Tf\\p< *2 ||/*||,< BK«-*»\\f\\

Turning to the proof that SU(«) has Property A, we realize b as {A =

(A,, . . . , Xn): Xx + ■ ■ ■ + Xn = 0), in which case the roots, considered now

as members of b*, are of the form

a(X) = Xi- Xj.

Also, exp~'(Z(SU(n))) contains Wj = 2ir(n~x, . . ., n~x — 1, ..., n~x),j =

1, . . . , n, where the «"' - 1 is in the/th place. Notice that for every a and

X, a(X + Wj) = a(X + Uj), where U} = 2tt(0, . . . , - 1, . . . , 0). (Of course,

X 4- Uj £ b, but a(X + Uj) is still defined.) We are thus reduced to showing

that given any X G R", we can, by translating each Xj by ±2tt the ap-

propriate number of times, obtain the inequality max^A",- - Xj < 27r(l - e).

We establish this inequality, with e = 2X~", by induction. The case n = 2 is

immediate. Assuming the inequality to hold for n, we can, given X =

(Xx, . . . , Xn + X), suppose after possible renumbering that Xx < ■ • ■ < Xn,

Xn - Xx < 2w(l - 21""). By translating Xn+X, we can also suppose that

0 < Xn+X - Xx < 2tt. Now if Xn+X - Xx < 2w(l - 2""), we are done;

otherwise,

X„ - (*„+. - 2tt) - (Xn - Xx) - (Xn+X - Xx) + 2n

< 2tt(1 - 2'-") - 2t7(1 - 2~") + 2tt

= 2t7(1 - 2~"),

and the desired inequality again holds. (A slightly more complicated argu-

ment yields the best possible value e = l/n.)

' We conclude the proof of the Theorem by showing that if G = SU(«), then

(1) is satisfied forp < 2(1 - (n + 2)"1). Letting D(l) =|I1</, o,.>| for / G £,

where the product is taken overy such that <7, aj) =£ 0, it is easy to see that

for A" in a fundamental domain in b, |A0(Ar + /)| < AD(l)~\ and so we are

reduced to establishing (1) with \\(X + l)\ replaced by D(l)~l.

We show that 2eZ)(/)"y < oo if y > 2/n, which is enough since

(2-p)/(p-\)>2/n

if p < 2(1 — (n + 2)~l). If we choose a basis for £ dual to the simple

positive roots a-(A') = XJ+X — Xj and restrict ourselves to the intersection of

£ with the closure of the fundamental Weyl chamber (which we may), the

summation over £ becomes a summation over £+, the space of (n — 1)-

tuples of nonnegative integral multiples of 2?7, and the positive roots are of

the form
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«(/,, . . . , /„_,) = lj + lJ+i + • ■ •  + lj + k,        1 < j < j + k < n - 1.

The proof that £e+ D(l)~y < oo if y > 2/n is by induction in n on the

estimates

C, y>2/n,

^D(l)~y<    Clog A, T = 2/«,

(N) ^^^-DO-wa y<2/«,

where (A) = {/ G £+: 0 < lj < A, / = 1, . . . , n - 1}. These estimates are

immediate when n = 2. Assuming the estimates for n, one obtains them for

n + 1 by considering separately the cases y < 2/(n +1), y = 2/(« + 1),

2/(n + 1) < y < 2/n, y = 2/n, y > 2/n, and making use of the fact that if

lj > lk for all * * / then D(lx, ...,/„)> //Z>(/„ ...,£,...,/„).
This completes the proof that (1) holds if p < 2(1 - (« + 2)"'), and thus

the proof of the Theorem.

Remarks. 1. The condition that m is continuous at A + B can be replaced

by the condition m(X + B) = lim <pe * w(A + B), which holds for suitable

{<jp£} if A + B is a Lebesgue point of m.

2. The Theorem is trivially true with Lf replaced by L2; it is shown in [5]

that the Theorem is also true if Lf is replaced by L1.

3. The critical exponent

pG = 2[1 - (n + 2)-'] = 2(n2 - 1)/ («2 + n - 2)

= 2 dim G/ (dim G + rank G)

which arises here for G = SU(/i) arises in [4] for arbitrary compact G; it is

shown in [4] that norm convergence of Fourier series by certain summability

methods fails for at least one / G Lf(G) if p < pG and succeeds for all

/ G Lf(G) for some/? in the rangepG < p < 2.
4. It is easy to see that no simple Lie group with Lie algebra other than

Su(«) has Property A; the point is that only in §u(«) is it true that every

positive root is a linear combination of simple positive roots in which the only

coefficients are 0 and 1.
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